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The Source of Progress
A LL ASPECTS OF LIFE

are in flux; nothing stays

.l"l. put. There is progress in some sectors, accompanied by regress in others. For instance,
there is economic progress, only to be followed
by a decline of material well-being. And there
is moral, social, political, scientific, technological, intellectual, as well as spiritual progressand regress.
Most everyone prefers progress in the above
areas to regress. Progress is the direction man
goes when fulfilling his destiny; regress, his
direction when "reverting to type." Progressing, emerging, hatching, evolving are in the
same harmonic scale.
Attaching such value as we do to progress
requires, also, that we give a prime value to
leadership, for it is an observed fact that
progress is a phenomenon flowing from leadership. Thus, when leadership is not understood
or when it is sought where it does not exist,
progress is not only in jeopardy, it becomes impossible for it has lost touch with its source. It
is important, therefore, that we try to discover
for ourselves what" true leadership really is.
The following is an attempt to pinpoint that
type of leadership from which progress springs.
A Judas goat, one trained to lead innocent
sheep to slaughter, is a leader of sorts. But, obviously, this is not the kind of leadership which
serves as the source of progress: the goat is no
more conscious of betrayal than are the sheep
of their fate. This is simply a case of the blind
leading the blind, the leader having no role
other than that of being followed.
Similar behavior among men is not difficult
to observe: our history books are filled with
accounts of leaders, so called, who have been
in the vanguard of movements ending not only

in economic disaster but often in slaughter.
These "leaders" have been distinguished more
by their lack of understanding than by any
conscious malevolence. They knew not where
they were going; they found themselves out
front only because millions of people, suffering
from prevailing fallacies and emotional enthusiasms, saw in the "leader" an energetic personification of their own illusions. Enormous energy and personality quirks-and little elsehave marked these "leaders." The sad part is
that we need not turn to history for examples;
we are now experiencing a rash of these "leadership" situations, not only abroad, but at home
as well.
us NOT, however, confine our reflections
to those in the vanguard of destructive movements. That would be to miss the point of this
analysis. For example, those of us with a libertarian bent will, unless we are extremely careful, think of Frederic Bastiat ( 1801-1850) as
a leader. But that excellent spokesman for
liberty would have been the first to reject any
such accolade. He denied the leader-in-person
notion when explaining to some of his supporters why he sometimes voted in the French
National Assembly with the socialists and communists: "... one must base his vote on for
what instead of with whom." Here we find a
cue as to the meaning of true leadership. First,
however, a few thoughts on the dangers of
thinking of any person as a leader.
When we think of a person- Bastiat, or anyone else, for that matter-as a leader, two kinds
of disaster are likely to follow. The first is
more than likely; it is certain: we who commit
this error in our thinking resolve ourselves into
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blind followers; we limit what we perceive to
nothing more than the personality traits of an
individual. Whatever he does is right for no
more reason than it is he who does it. 1
The second disaster, if it happens, is an outgrowth of the first: any individual widely
hailed as "our leader" is in grave danger of
actually believing what he hears; he may conclude that multiple errors add up to truth-that
he is, in fact, a Leader. Acceptance of this distorted view of self dangerously weakens one's
resistance to the messiah complex.
The messiah complex is a common failing,
readily detected: those who suffer this psychosis think Jf themselves as the fountainhead
of truth; they see nothing in the cosmos above
their own finite minds and, thus, quite naturally become intellectual and/ or political authoritarians: "Believe precisely as I do or act
as I command lest you stand condemned in my
eyes." They will forsake their role as students
or workers in the vineyard, and will pontificate, as oracles, on any subject; indeed, they
may even aspire to usurp the role of God!
Thus, disaster comes to both the followed and
the followers: "If the blind lead the blind,
both shall fall into the ditch."
D EAN INGE once observed, "Nothing fails
like success." Why is the good Dean's observation so often confirmed? Success is heady stuff;
few can experience it and remain sober. When
a student of liberty, for instance, gets ahead of
others in his own little orbit, he has a measure
of success. But let the others embrace him as
their leader (a common failing) and let him,
as a consequence of this unwarranted flattery,
look upon them as his disciples (an infatuating
weakness), and his initial "success" must tum
to failure. The studying, which accounted for
his success, is at an end. As the saying goes,
"He's a big-shot."
To bring this analysis into sharper focus,
contemplate two relatively intelligent individuals exchanging ideas in a two-way inquiry of
serious import. While both leadership and fol1A noted clergyman of the last generation, S. Parkes
Cadman, lamented, "Do you know what is wrong with my
church? My p eople like me, but they don't love God." In
short, they were following a person; they were not embarked on the Eternal Search for Truth.

lowership would then be in evidence, we could
not accurately ascribe the attraction and response to either one of the individuals them-·
selves, but to some object beyond both individuals, which one understands better than the
other. The leadership and followership we observe in this situation has only an ideational
explanation: one of the persons embodies an
idea, an insight, a perception, a new spark of
consciousness which he shares; the other, who
perceives the point, remarks, in effect, "I follow
you." This means that he, also, perceives the
idea. Leadership, in this significant sense, is
enlightenment, not the making of carbon copies. Nietzsche once observed that it is no credit
to a teacher if a student resembles him overly
much.
Followership, on the other hand, means to
partake of the enlightenment. "To improve
oneself," wrote Ortega y Gasset, "one must
first admire perfection in others." If it is ideational perfection that is admired in another,
then it is ideational perfection of self, not imitation, that one will strive for.
I NDIVIDUALS, when discoursing in a spirit of
inquiry, will experience light and interchanges
of light-that is, the teacher and student positions will alternate, each feeding on the other,
the baton of leadership passing back and forth.
It is worthy of note that writing, reading, and
printing have done away with many of the
limitations once imposed on this process by
time and space; we find ourselves enlightened
by ideas recorded in the distant past.
Refer again to Frederic Bastiat. We of recent generations have not had him as a personal
acquaintance; thus, the leadership we are prone
to ascribe to his person is patently false. The
for what-the work-of this French philosopher
and statesman constitutes the sole leadership
we follow. His writings are clear expositions of
ideas he perceived or consciousness he attained
or principles he deduced; they are the fruits
of his studies, gleanings from his devoted and
intensive search for truth. His awareness that
leadership is an ideational phenomenon rather
than a personality trait caused him to conclude, " ... one must base his vote on for what
instead of with whom."
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When Abraham Lincoln in his Peoria speech
said, "Stand with anybody that stands right.
... Part with him when he goes wrong," he
was advocating a disregard of who the person
was and a skeptical look at what the person
stood for. In short, when looking for leadership, look right through the individual in order
to see the nature and quality of the idea or
principle he espouses; look through the person,
be he labeled friend or foe, Republican or
Democrat, clergyman or layman, the great, the
near-great, or the commoner. If what is found
be adjudged valid and also helpful and enlightening-that is, above or beyond one's own
lights-then there is leadership, the only kind
that generates progress.
T o TEST YOURSELF for qualities of this
"thought leadership," stand before a mirror.
Then switch off the lights, or close your eyes,
or imagine that your visible image completely
disappears-that nothing remains but your invisible essence, your consciousness or range of
perception, your thoughts and ideas. This is all
the genuine leadership you possess; and the
amount of it is to be measured by the extent
to which others, looking through you, find enlightenment in your ideas.
Searching for and finding leadership as it
shows forth in others is nearly as difficult as
developing it in self. For no one can comprehend a superior consciousness except as his own
consciousness, in some measure, approximates
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the higher one. 2 Thus, the search for leadership demands a continuing growth in healthy
skepticism, discrimination, awareness, wisdom.
That the search becomes more difficult as one
advances is conceded, the difficulty accounting
for much of the misconstruction put on leadership; discrimination in ideas is denied to those
who find the required labor and self-discipline
too difficult. Yet, sensing the need to follow
something - all of us are followers in most
respects- many people tum to "leaders"; they
follow the reputations of fallible men - readymade and shallow answers to this native necessity - and thus, never discover the kind of
leadership on which all progress, all human
emergence, is founded.
Where there is no leadership - that is, good
ideas being sought, grasped, explained, understood - there is no economic freedom, no liberty. Thus, we need to know what true leadership is, lest we be misled in our quest. Such
truths as are perceived, not the persons advancing them, constitute the sole source of
progress; only these truths qualify for that
type of leadership worth developing or following.
2"A man only understands that of which he has already
the beginnings in himself." An entry of D ecember 17, 1854
in Journal Intime of Henri Frederic Amiel.
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STUDENTS: There is a rationale for the free econom.y!
IN MANY HIGH SCHOOLS and colleges throughout
the nation the free market, private property,
limited government philosophy is treated as
little more than an error of the unenlightened
past. Keynesian and interventionist doctrines
are not merely explained; they are stoutly advocated. Thus, you may run the risk of graduating
from high school and/ or college without a
healthy skepticism of these doctrines, without
a faith in the miracles that can be wrought by
men when free. However( 1) You may, for nothing more than a written
request, receive FEE's monthly journal, The

Freeman, for the school year-October through
May. This 64-page monthly journal presents the
rationale of the freedom philosophy, interesting
studies in ideas, not personalities. This is FEE's
service to students.
( 2) You are invited to inform your parents
or others devoted to freedom that they may
send The Freeman for the school year to students, teachers, libraries, sororities, or fraternities of their own designation for $3.50 each.
This can be their service to students.
The enclosed order form may be used for the
above, or write your own instructions to FEE.
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GREAT BOOKS
The Great Depression
By DR. MURRAY N. ROTHBARD
FoR the past three decades believers in free institutions-the open society-have been at a loss how
to answer: "If free enterprise works so well, how
do you explain the 1929 collapse and depression?"
The all-too-common assumption has been that
the great depression was a by-product of free market practices which, of course, provided the excuse
for endless invasions of government into the market place. The inevitable outcome of this trend
must be the omnipotent state.
While some economists have known this statist
assumption to be unfounded and false, hardly anyone has had the data for a convincing rebuttal. As
a consequence, statism -"for your own good," of
course - marches on!
At long last, the eminent economist, Dr. Murray
N. Rothbard, in his new book The Great Depression, has, with logic and careful documentation,
exposed and demolished this widespread fallacy.
Dr. Rothbard demonstrates that it was precisely
the same type of "enlightened" government intervention in which we are now indulging that led to
the 1929 debacle: it was not the free economy
which brought on the crash; on the contrary, it
was the government intervention of the twenties
which accounted for it.
D. Van Nostrand and Company of Princeton,
N. J., is the publisher of this long-awaited volume.
Approximately 368 pages, indexed.
$8.50
(Use order form and reply envelope.)

A nyone interested in a 24-word explanation
of how the marginal utility theory of value is
applied to the financing of FEE, see inside
flap of reply envelope.

Self-Government
with Union
Compilation by VERNA M. HALL
Edited by JOSEPH ALLAN MONTGOMERY
THis 616-page volume, just off the press, is, as
Felix Morley writes in his Introduction, a complementary, not a chronological sequel to Christian
History of the Constitution ( 481 pages) .
Because the first two volumes of this wellplanned history are complementary, those who
own the first will want to possess the second, and
vice versa. The set is to be completed by two subsequent volumes, number III examining the fundamental and still influential differences between the
American and French Revolutions; number IV
concentrating on the Constitution itself, as the
culmination of political principles set forth in detail in the first three volumes.
As Dr. Morley writes: "Particularly significant
is the fact that schools and colleges in large numbers are already using Volume I. ... Adult groups,
meeting to discuss our form of government ... find
this an increasingly indispensable focus for their
activity." Unquestionably, this will be equally true
of Volume II. Published by the American Christian
Constitution Press, San Francisco.
CHRISTIAN HISTORY OF THE CONSTITUTION
$7 .50
SELF-GOVERNMENT WITH UNION
$9.00
(Use order form and reply envelope.)

The Key to Peace
By CLARENCE MANION
MANY of you who, along with FEE's Trustees and
staff, are students of liberty already have the
clothbound edition of this volume.
Written by Dr. Clarence Manion, noted professor of Constitutional Law, when he was Dean,
College of Law, Notre Dame University, this message outlines our religious heritage and, thus, goes
to the very roots of Americanism. (Chicago: The
Heritage Foundation, Inc. )
ew edition ( 83 pages) , paperbound:
1-4 volumes .........................
..... $1.00 eac h
5-10 volumes ....... .........
.8 5 "
(Use order form and reply envelope.)
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